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Abstract
In this study, the Adlerian Interview Form has been used as a semi-structured, in-depth interview method to identify the experiences of six participants regarding Adler's concepts of early recollections and life style. Subsequent to transcribing the obtained information, recollections to be included in the analysis were subjected to the criterion sampling method, and three recollections that met the autobiographical memory qualifications were selected. The selected recollections were investigated through narrative analysis as a qualitative research technique. Structured analysis of the narration in the analysis was carried out using Labov's narrative technique, while the method of thematic analysis was used on the themes. Parent schemas as perceived by the participants were identified with the Young Parenting Inventory (YPI), and similarities between the perceived schemas and their early recollections and life styles were determined within the context of the main themes established during the analyses. Analyses revealed that their early recollections were compatible with their life styles, and the parenting roles expressed in their recollection narratives were similar to the schemas identified in the Young Parenting Inventory.
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Several psychology theories have underlined the impact of childhood experiences on the rest of one’s life, indicating that these early recollections and experiences have a lasting effect on the years that follow. The impact of early life events on an individual during subsequent years, even its relationship to potential psychological problems, continues to be the subject of much research. In particular, relationships established in one’s immediate environment and related early recollections can influence in many aspects one’s tendency towards depression, trust in life, tendency to create close relationships with others, anger, and so on (Matos, Gouveia, & Duarte, 2015; Richter, Gilbert, & McEwan, 2009). In recent years, research particularly in neuroscience has revealed that qualifying interactions created with caregivers in early development have a significant impact on the neurological development of the brain (Panksepp, 1998). The research shows that there is a positive relationship between recalling parental behaviors and recollecting positive emotional memories; in fact, positive emotional recollections are predictors in psychopathology (Richter et al., 2009). Similarly, memories of being neglected, rejected, and embarrassed, or experiences of being abused and criticized in early childhood impair brain development and lead to reactions of stress by triggering anxiety and fear in an individual (Eisenberger, 2011; Gilbert, Cheung, Grandfield, Campey, & Irons, 2003; Perry, 2002).

As one of the theoreticians who emphasized the importance of early childhood experiences, as well as establishing a system to handle early childhood memories, Adler believed that one’s perceptions of early childhood experiences also have an important impact on the rest of one’s life (Jones-Smith, 2014). Instead of the individual’s experiences and others’ behaviors in recollected events, focusing instead on the individual’s perceptions regarding these experiences provides many more clues. For example, while an individual might perceive his parents as negligent but is able to overcome this situation, another individual might recollect his parents’ kindness but still have a feeling of not belonging (Gilbert et al., 2003). According to Adler, everyone develops a life plan by 5 or 6 years of age, and this plan (called life style) guides one’s entire life, including the perceptions of the world and one’s actions (Jones-Smith, 2014).

Having integrated content, this life style involves information about how to deal with the self, handle problems, and carry out interpersonal relations (Bienenfeld, 2005). Life style is a major key to behavior. It contains one’s goals, self-opinions, world-opinions, and the habitual behaviors used to achieve desired outcomes. An individual’s view of self, others, and the universe forms a personal filter for all future experiences (Jones-Smith, 2014).

In general, the experiences involved in early recollections seem to be associated with the tendencies that are dominant in one’s current life. Early recollections present one with a life story that is continuously recurring and leads to stimulating or relieving
effects at times; it sometimes inspires and helps one focus on life goals and face the future through a currently tried structure under the light of the past (Barrett, 1980; Kaplan, 1985; Maree, 2013). Cochran (cited in Maree, 2013, p. 5) stated that one or more of an individual’s early recollections present the first prototypes of one’s life scenario. For instance, if the first narrative contains danger or punishment, this can lead to lifetime of hostile feelings in the individual. Early recollection regarding the birth of a new sibling can give one a feeling of losing the throne (Jones-Smith, 2014). Adlerian therapy regards clients’ early recollections as their primary instrument of assessment. Basically, clients are asked to think back as far as possible and talk about their early recollections, their age at the time, what kind of an event it was, and their feelings regarding this event. Adler believed that one’s earliest recollections of choice are compatible with one’s fundamental self-beliefs and world-beliefs. Knowing clients’ first recollections helps them to easily transfer false beliefs of the self and world, social interests, and future actions to the counseling environment (Jones-Smith, 2014).

Therefore, Adler predicted a relationship between individuals’ early recollections and their life style. Primary recollections present a preview of the big story (life style) that is still going on (Maree, 2013). One can make faulty interpretations of events, which may lead to mistaken beliefs or cognitions within one’s private logic. Therefore, early recollections are very important instruments by themselves when determining the life style of a client during therapy (Jones-Smith, 2014; Murdock, 2012). According to Adler (cited in Barrett, 1980), early recollections are never coincidental; in fact, these recollections represent the story of one’s life. Through these stories, the self may feel protected, relieved, focused on goals, or stimulated. These stories provide information about the future through already tried experiences. During counseling, the therapist first assesses the life style of the client, then collects and interprets information about one’s early recollections. Clients’ early recollections and life style experiences can easily be revealed by asking the questions that Adlerian psychotherapy considers important. Questions regarding the birth order of the clients, parenting style of the family, their relations with their family and siblings, and such are asked about together with their early recollections, thus making it possible to collect clues about their life style. People tend to recollect memories that are selectively compatible with their life styles (Kaplan, 1985; Mosak & Maniaci, 2012).

The importance Adler placed on life events still occupies a significant position in current psychotherapy. For instance, Adler believed that life style is based on one’s interpretation of events, rather than the events themselves (Jones-Smith, 2014). The main focus of current post-modern therapies is on the meanings and interpretations inferred by clients regarding their life events. According to these therapies, people live their lives with the narratives they tell themselves or that other people tell about them. What creates reality is the meaning ascribed to the experiences as well as the
experiences themselves. Meaning is ascribed to one’s experiences and realities, as opposed to truths or rationalism; these meanings can turn into life stories (Polkinghorne, 2000; Prochaska & Norcross, 2010; Sommers-Flanagan & Sommers-Flanagan, 2004).

In Schema therapy, which was established by Young, Klosko, and Weishaar (2003), early maladaptive schemas consist of recollections, feelings, cognitions, and physical senses that form extensive and lifelong prevailing cognitive patterns. A schema is a mental structure used to interpret and adapt the self to what is happening; it carries out life tasks and affects one’s ways of thinking, feeling, behaving, and establishing relationships. All intellectual structures that the self uses to adapt to one’s environment throughout life are developed based on these schemas. A schema is an organized structure of information starting from childhood and repeating constantly throughout life; when universal emotional requirements during childhood are met, they affect one’s psychological health and compatibility (Arntz & Genderen, 2013; Young, 2003; Young & Klosko, 2013). Schema has roots in early childhood experiences. The development of schemas starts with something that one’s family, authority figures, other children, or someone important did (Young & Klosko, 2013). When maladaptive schemas come into play, it is generally a repeated scene similar to one experienced with the parents during childhood (Young, 2003). Since schemas develop especially between the periods of childhood and adolescence, fundamental childhood images and recollections identifying the needs that are more or less met during this period play an important role in the case conceptualization of schema therapy, as with Adlerian therapy (Ulutürk, 2014). Because individuals see the world through schemas, due to maladaptive schemas, they may not be able to enjoy life or feel delight with achievements in spite of social status, an ideal marriage, appreciation of immediate environment, or professional success (Bricker & Young, 2012; Young & Klosko, 2013). Although some studies have researched the relationships between parent schemas and psychological health in Turkey (Soygüt & Çakır, 2009; Ünal, 2012), no study has investigated the relationship of parent schemas with early recollections and adopted life style.

In the relevant literature, to use the content provided by early recollection experiences in terms of a client’s contextual assessment is highly valued in psychological counseling. Sharing these experiences in a counseling setting is regarded as a highly valuable technique in terms of empathetic interaction (Clark, 2001; Kaplan, 1985). While the early recollections and life-style experiences, as well as the relationship between these, have been included to date in various studies in the relevant literature, no study in the Turkish literature has yet to discuss this. The success of a counseling relationship is experienced as long as it cures the suffering of the client and turns it into hope. When unexpected or undesirable events occur in clients’ lives, this experience can easily turn into their story and be the source of suffering (Maree, 2013). Exploring
this relationship through examples specific to Turkish culture is expected to have an explanatory and guiding contribution to the psychological counseling relationship in particular. Moreover, discussing early recollections and life style experiences in terms of perceived parenting attitudes may provide a content that enriches the literature. Within this context, purposes of the study can be summarized as follows: (a) Are there similarities or compatibility between one’s early recollections and life styles? (b) Are there similarities between the themes of one’s early recollections and life styles and one’s perceived parenting styles?

Method

This study has been conducted from a qualitative perspective, and qualitative research techniques were used during the analysis of collected data. In the study, participants presented information through a semi-structured, in-depth interview technique, and narrative analysis was used for their assessment. The main reason for choosing narrative analysis is the fact that its primary goal is to explain the underlying message of the text and the way it was presented. Narrative analysis is chosen particularly when the question of the study is focused on individuals, as is the case with this study (Tanyaş, 2014). The most distinctive aspect of narrative analysis is that it analyzes the content of the narrative and the strategic purposes or actions realized by this content (Feldman, Sköldberg, Brown, & Horner, 2004; Riessman, 2008). Narrative analyses can be carried out in accordance with various stylistic reviews, semiotic analyses, discourse analyses, or any combination thereof. However, narrative analysis essentially focuses on two aspects: (a) Structural analysis includes discourse of the text (i.e., how the story is narrated) and (b) thematic analysis includes the content of the story (i.e., what happens to whom; Riessman, 2008). In this study, structural analysis of the narrative has been carried out using Labov’s narrative method (Labov & Waletsky, 1967). The thematic analysis method was also used with the purpose of capturing the main theme of the narrated story.

Study Group

The study was conducted on a total of six voluntary participants who consented to volunteer in the study to have an in-depth interview. These interviews were made with the participants during November and December of 2014 through face-to-face interviews in appropriate settings by taking written records of their narratives. Criterion sampling method was used when determining which data would be included in the analysis. Criterion sampling is a method in which the relevant situation or situations are addressed in the study in accordance with predetermined criterion or criteria. To this end, the criterion to be met for the collected data was taken as autobiographical memory qualifications, and the narratives were reviewed according to this criterion (relevant
criteria are described in the data analysis section). After ruling out the recollections that did not meet these criteria, five participants were seen to remain who had met all the criteria properly; three recollection narratives from these five participants were included in the study report. Among these three narratives, one focused on the father while another one focused on the mother; these had negative content themes. The last one was defined as a positively themed recollection with the intent of ensuring diversity and addressing the subject from a wider perspective. The procedure regarding the autobiographical memory qualifications is described below in detail.

Data Collection Tools

Two different data collection tools were used in this study.

**Adlerian Interview Form.** A semi-structured in-depth interview method was used to assess life style. In the semi-structured interview, topics to be addressed were predetermined, and the interview form included a list of these topics. Semi-structured interviews are flexible and standardized to an extent, and they help to obtain in-depth information about a certain subject by eliminating the restrictions of tests and questionnaires based on writing and filling in blanks (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2003). The Adlerian interview questions, structured by Alfred Adler, were used for this purpose in this study. The question form also includes early recollection experiences.

The Adlerian Interview Question Form, consisting of questions proposed by Adler, is included in Appendix 1 (Jones-Smith, 2014). The question form was translated into Turkish and then back to English; then it was discussed in terms of linguistic consistency with faculty members specialized in the field. Interviews with the participants took from one to one and a half hours. Participants were particularly encouraged to give a detailed narrative for the tenth question, which asked for early childhood recollections. Data transcription was carried out by the students of Psychological Counseling and Guidance who were taking the Psychotherapies course.

**Young Parenting Inventory (YPI).** Participants also completed the Young Parenting Inventory (YPI; Soygüt, Çakır, & Karaosmanoğlu, 2008). This inventory was developed by Young in 1994. It consists of 72 items and involves questioning a variety of parental behaviors which are thought to constitute the basis for early maladaptive schemas. Validity and reliability study of the inventory in Turkey was carried out by Soygüt et al. (2008). The inventory requires the assessment of questions about both the mother and the father. Researchers reached a 10-factor common structure in terms of both the maternal and paternal forms. The resulting dimensions on parenting were: normative, belittling/criticizing, emotionally depriving, exploitative/abusive, overprotective/anxious, conditional/achievement-
focused, over-permissive/boundless, pessimistic/worried, punitive, and restricted/emotionally inhibited. It was concluded to be a valid and reliable assessment tool of acceptable level with regard to its applicability in clinical practice and research activities in Turkey. The internal consistency coefficients ranged between .86 and .88 based on these analyses. Participants were instructed to rate the behaviors as best they could, separately describing their mothers and fathers during their childhood, using a 6-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (totally wrong) to 6 (totally fits).

**Data Analysis**

Procedure steps used in data analysis are given below in order:

**First step: Data collection through semi-structured interview.** The 18-question Adlerian Interview Form was applied to six participants in accordance with the purpose of the study. After it was applied, the interviews were transcribed.

**Second step: Choosing recollections that meet autobiographical memory qualifications.** The autobiographical memory containing autobiographical recollections consisted of personal semantic information, such as where the person lives, or self-information, as well as personal memories like early recollections of life or certain events from one’s first day at school. In a sense, these can also be called the person’s life-events memories. In general, autobiographical memory is where feelings, goals, and personal meanings cross each other (Sarp & Tosun, 2011). With the aim of testing the appropriateness of the collected recollections in terms of narrative analysis, in order to improve the reliability of the study, each transcription was checked to see whether it had met the autobiographical memory qualifications or not. The recollections that were evaluated in the study were selected by two different groups of questions. The first group consisted of questions in the dimension of flash memories, included in the interview form developed by Er and Uçar (2004) in accordance with the most emphasized aspects of autobiographical memory in the literature. Additionally, questions from the inventory that had been developed by Talarico, Labar, and Rubin (2004) to identify the predictive power of the positive and negative value of a recollection, as well as its emotional intensity on the phenomenological aspects of the autobiographical memory, were also used. Narratives that could give responses to the questions below were selected for semantic analysis. The criteria to be met were chosen as the participants’ age in their earliest recollections; whether they recalled the time of the event or what they were wearing was not taken as a criterion. After this step, three recollections meeting all of the following criteria were found appropriate to create the basic recollection pool of the study and be subjected to semantic analysis. The criteria which were evaluated are as follows:

(a) Did individuals state where they were when this event occurred?
(b) Was the feeling of living in the recollection overtly dominant in the narrative?

(c) Did individuals state what they were doing when this event occurred?

(d) Did individuals state who was with them when this event occurred? Can they remember the name of any of these people?

(e) Did the individual state the first thought that passed through his mind when this event occurred?

(f) Do they believe that the recollection occurred exactly as they recalled?

(g) Specificity/generality of the recollection (Was the recollection specific to the individual’s life?).

(h) Emotional resistance (Did they feel the emotions while recalling as intensely as they did when the event really happened?).

(i) Did their narration have integrity?

**Third step: Narrative analysis of the selected recollections.** Narratives play a significant role in psychological research, especially in recent years, as they have the content that best describes the events, actions, and personal experiences (Feldman et al., 2004; Jovchelovitch & Bauer, 2000). The main purpose in narrative analysis is to reveal the way the message is expressed and the underlying message of the text. Within this context, narrative analysis focuses on (a) structural analysis of the narrative (i.e., the discourse of the text or how the story is told) and (b) thematic analysis of the narrative (i.e., what is told in the story and what happened to whom). Narrative analysis provides thematic content based on the narrative as well as the linguistic aspect including mono-logical and textual analysis (Bamberg & Cooper, 2012; Riessman, 2008).

In this study, structural analysis of the narrative was carried out using Labov’s narrative method. In Labov’s approach, a fictionalized form of the narrative is as follows, and this form was used in the structural analysis of this study (Labov & Waletsky, 1967; Tanyaş, 2014): (a) Abstract: What is the narrative about? (b) Orientation: Who, when, where? (c) Complicating action: What happened? (d) Evaluation: What is the importance of this narrative? (e) Result: What happened in the end?

The main theme of a text is defined as “the principal idea that constitutes the basis of a text; the main idea,” by the Turkish Language Association (Türk Dil Kurumu [TDK], n.d.) and is explored by questions like “What is the most comprehensive conclusion to infer from this paragraph? What is the point that is essentially trying to be emphasized?” Theme is defined as “the main subject; basic motif; main topic,”
by TDK (n.d.) and is typically determined by discovering the basic feeling or idea that the narration is trying to convey. The evaluation and result sections of Labov’s narrative method can help one get an idea of this. Furthermore, as the purpose of this study is to question the relationship between the thematic meaning of one’s early recollections and life styles, the narrative method for thematic analysis has also been used (Bamberg & Cooper 2012; Feldman et al., 2004; Jovchelovitch & Bauer, 2000). The most practical approach in thematic analysis is regarded as dividing the text into smaller parts (Jovchelovitch & Bauer, 2000). For this purpose, first a summary is obtained that covers the whole text. Thereafter, this summary is commented on. The purpose of commenting is to paraphrase with the aim of achieving a more functional reduction. Then, this commentary is turned into a few keywords. So, the text is turned into three columns. The first column includes a summary of the transcription, the second column includes the first paraphrasing, and the third column includes only the keywords. Some thematic analyses contain more than one step (Feldman et al., 2004; Jovchelovitch & Bauer, 2000). In this study, thematic commentary on the narrative was approached in the same manner, and the keywords achieved in this step were used to describe the similarities between early recollections and life style.

Fourth step: Comparison of the early recollection narratives and life style content obtained through the Adlerian interviews. In this part, similarities between the thematic emphasis put on the early recollection narratives and the emphasis put on the main themes of life styles obtained through the Adlerian interviews were described. This description took as its basis the compatibility of the particular action emphasized by the client in their recollection with the action-content emphasized in the life style as recommended by the literature. Similarly, the suggestion of the literature to pay attention to the action stated in the first sentence of the individual’s narrative was also followed (Clark, 2001; Maree, 2013).

Fifth step: Comparison of the results and parent schemas. Establishing a correlation between the life style recollection themes as well as early recollections’ main themes and perceived parenting styles was attempted. Results of each case were re-evaluated from the perspective of the parent schema. Perceived parenting styles of the participants were determined based on the results of their individual Young Parenting Inventory. This inventory includes questioning various behaviors of the individual’s parents that are thought to constitute the basis of early maladaptive schemas in the individual and serves the purpose of the study in this regard. The inventory requires the assessment of the questions for both mother and father. Thus, it helps to gain separate results based on whether the mother or the father was mentioned in the early recollections. The obtained parent schemas were evaluated according to the main content of the schemas and compared with similar themes that can be attributed to the schemas.
Validity and Reliability of the Study

Direct quotations have been included in order to improve the internal reliability of the study. Efforts were made to create an environment where participants could feel relaxed and able to sincerely express themselves, having enough time for their narratives. Attention was given to choosing the themes from among the main text and to covering the relevant concepts. The narratives of the volunteer group that were included in the analysis were chosen from the recollections that met the autobiographical memory qualifications; the ones that did not meet this list of criteria were excluded. This process improved the internal validity of the study. The study process was described in detail in order to improve its external validity. To this end, the research model, study group, data collection tool, and data analysis have been extensively described.

Findings

First of all, the results of the Adlerian interview carried out with the three participants who met the criteria of autobiographical memory qualifications were transcribed and summarized in the findings section. The whole interview was not included but instead presented as a summary in the interest of saving space. However, the main theme of the interview was identified (as recommended in narrative analyses) and then summarized, thus emphasizing the interesting points that provided clues about life style (Feldman et al., 2004). Structural analysis of the transcribed early recollection narratives was then performed by Labov’s narrative analysis method. Afterwards, thematic analysis of the narrative took place, and then the similarities between early recollections’ content and life style, as obtained through the Adlerian interview for each case, were discussed over themes. The results of each case were then re-evaluated from the aspect of parent schema. Case presentations did not include real names.

Case Study 1

Nickname: A. Male. He is 26 years old and the oldest son in the family. He has a brother two years younger than him. He had another sibling who died when he was a few months old. He works in his father’s market and deals with trade.

Summary of the information obtained through the Adlerian interview. He mostly focused on telling about his relationship with his father. He gets along well with his mother and brother, in general. He is highly self-confident, talkative, presentable, and ambitious about earning money; he has strong communication skills and appreciates himself highly. He thinks that his father has the same characteristics and that he got these from him. His father deals in trade. He made a lot of money in the past but went bankrupt. Mentioning mostly his father during the interview, A. Male primarily emphasized that he has been working with his father since an early ages and mentions his markets when talking about his childhood. He stated that his father has been taking
him to the workplace and even to meetings since an early age, and he has always been involved in the business. He said that he was highly affected by his father’s bankruptcy and is afraid of not being able to reach his goals in life. He is also afraid of arguing with his father and making him angry. He feels a lot of responsibility on his shoulders as the older child in the family. He stated that he experiences sudden outbursts of anger from time to time and hits the table. He underlined that he is very self-confident. He frequently emphasized that he has received compliments from those in his environment about how he is very talented, communicative, ambitious, and so on. However, aside from his self-confidence, he is afraid of failing. He says, “I would rather do nothing than do something and fail.” He thinks people are unreliable and frequently emphasized the sentence “one shouldn’t trust even his father.” One of his siblings died one month after A. Male was born. In his words, this caused him to fear losing his loved ones.

Interesting points that provided clues about the life style obtained through the Adlerian interview. (a) He thinks his personality is very similar to his father’s. (b) The prominent base in his life is his father’s workplace, and business life dominates his relationship with his father. (c) He is afraid of not being able to achieve his goals in life, of losing, of failing, of arguing with his father; and of making him angry. (d) He feels a lot of responsibility on his shoulders. (e) He is extremely self-confident. (f) He has sudden outbursts of anger. (g) He doesn’t trust people.

Analysis of A. Male’s early recollections according to Labov’s structural analysis model.

Abstract. What is the narrative about? It is about a theft that happened in the market where he was working with his father at the age of six and about his father’s reaction to this event.

Orientation. Who, when, where? A. Male estimates that he was around six years old in his recollection. The characters he seemed to recall in his recollection were himself, his father, and the theft committed by someone working in their market.

Complicating action. What happened then? His father realized that one of the workers in their market had stolen something. He reacts suddenly, catches the worker, and severely beats him in front of A. Male.

Evaluation. What is the importance of this narrative? A. Male knew and communicated with the person who was beaten and fired in front of him; they had worked together for a while. A. Male was very surprised that someone he knew had stolen something and had caused him to feel distrust.

Result. What happened in the end? He witnessed his father’s sudden anger. He saw that someone he knew was actually a thief.
**Note about A. Male.** After A. Male narrated this recollection, he wanted to emphasize another recollection which he recalled together with this one. He stated that he was younger in this recollection and that he had damaged goods in the market while misbehaving. Unexpectedly, his father was not angry with him, and this unexpected reaction from his father made him feel strong, confident, and capable of doing anything.

**Thematic narrative analysis of the early recollections of A. Male.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstract of the transcription:</th>
<th>Paraphrase</th>
<th>Keywords (themes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Someone that he knew and that worked in his father’s market stole something when he was 6. When his father realized this unexpected situation, he suddenly stood up and severely beat his worker in front of A. Male. A. Male was affected by the fact that someone he knew tried to rob them. He feels insecure.</td>
<td><em>(a) Someone that he knows and that works in his father’s market unexpectedly steals something, (b) his father reacts suddenly once it is realized, (c) his father beats this worker in front of A. Male. (d) A. Male feels insecure.</em></td>
<td>His father’s market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comparative analysis of the similarities between the early recollections of A. Male and his life style obtained through the Adlerian interview.** (a) One of the interesting points from the Adlerian interview of A. Male was his emphasis on his father and his father’s workplace. The narrative stated by A. Male as his early recollections included his father, and the recollection also took place in his father’s workplace. This is compatible with the keyword of *father’s market* obtained from the thematic analysis of his early recollections. (b) A. Male emphasized that he has sudden outbursts of anger. His early recollection when his father stood up with a sudden reaction and beat the worker is compatible with his first recollection. This is compatible with the keywords of *unexpected event* and *sudden reaction* also achieved by thematic analysis. (d) Another result gained from the Adlerian interview is that A. Male thinks people are unreliable. It is interesting that the early recollection of A is related with his trust being damaged by someone he knows; this person’s stealing disappointed him. This is compatible with the *feeling of distrust* theme obtained by thematic analysis. (d) The emphasis on making his father angry, arguing with his father, and letting him down being among A’s fears is remarkable in terms of its similarity with the content of his early recollections. The unpleasant ending that happened to someone who made his father angry and let him down in his early recollections constituted the main theme. This narrative is compatible with the themes of *beating event* and *unexpected event* obtained from the thematic analysis. (e) The statement of A. Male about “feeling strong, confident, and capable of doing anything” regarding the second recollection he remembered during the association of his early recollections is compatible with the definitions about his personality obtained from the Adlerian interview.
**Evaluation of parent schema of A. Male.** According to the results from the Young Parenting Inventory, the perceived parenting style of A. Male regarding his father was defined as *conditional/achievement-focused* parenting. The items checked by A. Male included “he always expected me to do the best,” “he gave importance to social status and appearance,” “he was extremely concerned about what situation my behaviors would put him in the eyes of others,” “he loved me more or he was more attentive to me when I was successful,” and so forth. This result appears compatible with A. Male’s fears about not being able to achieve his goals in life, failing, arguing with his father, making him angry, and the feeling of responsibility on his shoulders. Additionally, the emphasis A. Male put on the feedback he had received from the outer world about his being very successful and talented during the interview may suggest that he created a belief that he should be successful to gain love, which is directly proportional to his perceived parenting approach. The result of his early recollections about people being unreliable also suggests his perception of his father’s parenting as conditional. It has been concluded that A. Male’s perception of his mother’s parenting, which he didn’t mention much during the interview, was emotionally satisfactory.

**Result.** A Male’s life style, based on his sentence, “one shouldn’t trust even his father,” as emphasized in the Adlerian interview; the thematic stress of *distrust in people* regarding his early recollections; and his perceived *conditional/achievement-focused* parenting style are compatible with and explain each other.

**Case Study 2**

**Nickname: B. Female.** She is 23 years old and single. She is a student and has two older sisters and one younger brother.

**Summary of the information obtained through the Adlerian interview.** Most of B. Female’s words focused on her poor relations with her mother and grandmother. B. Female can express herself very well, is well-groomed, speaks quickly and nonstop; she is lively and short-tempered. She doesn’t like making eye contact. She turns her eyes away. She uses her hands a lot when she speaks. She stated that she often has stomachaches and sometimes headaches. She is tense in general. She said that she had never gotten along with her grandmother since her childhood, and now they are at odds. She does not get along with her mother, either; she said that there has always been a distance between them. Her grandmother left her mother when her mother was three. They were only able to find her grandmother after her mother had gotten married. B. Female grew up listening to her mother’s complaints and even to her weeping about being abandoned. She thinks that her grandmother doesn’t love her or her mother much. She also believes that the grandmother discriminates between her mother and her mother’s brothers, and that she treats her mother unfairly. She defined her relation with her mother as normal, even as sincere, but stated that she cannot get
along with her mother. She doesn’t see her siblings very often. She has been living apart from her family for a long time and now stays in a dorm. She thinks her mother doesn’t miss her much. She had had times when she was estranged for a long time from her mother and grandmother. She stated a few times that she felt “abandoned” in general. She said that “she feels as if she was the mother” when she defined her relationship with her mother. She says that she is good at social relations but finds women and girlfriends to be unreliable, sinister, and sneaky. She thinks that she can make friends with men better and that they are more trustworthy. She believes that, in her own words, women can cheat any time. She emphasized that she has more boyfriends than girlfriends because of this. She holds that men say whatever they think, but women can never be trusted.

Interesting points that provided clues about the life style obtained through the Adlerian interview. (a) Her focus is mostly on her mother and grandmother and her relations with them. (b) Her relations with the women in her life are poor. (c) She grew up listening to the story of her mother being abandoned by her grandmother. (d) She finds women and girlfriends unreliable, sinister, and sneaky. (e) She feels abandoned. (f) She has an estranged relationship with her mother and feels as if she was the mother.

Analysis of B. Female’s early recollections according to Labov’s structural analysis model.

Abstract. What is the narrative about? Her early recollection is about her mother being hospitalized for a long-term treatment due to a sudden and serious disorder.

Orientation. Who, when, where? She was 4 years old and her brother had just been born. She recalled that her brother was still breastfeeding.

Complicating action. What happened then? Her mother stayed in the hospital for a long time and her father stayed with her mother. Her older sisters, her brother, and she were very young and were left alone. In the end, their aunt had to take care of them. She even remembered that her aunt had breastfed her brother.

Evaluation. What is the importance of this narrative? She felt abandoned and all alone during that period. She remembers very well how lonely and bad she felt without her mother and father.

Result. What happened in the end? Her mother and father returned home in the end, but she said she is still afraid that her loved ones will suddenly leave her. Yet, she also says that she would never tell people that she fears losing them because they can use this against her and break her heart.
Analysis of B. Female’s early recollections through thematic narrative analysis.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstract of the transcription:</th>
<th>Paraphrase</th>
<th>Keywords (themes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Her mother had a serious disorder and stayed in hospital when she was 4. When</td>
<td>(a) Her mother got sick suddenly</td>
<td>Sudden disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>her father left home to take care of her mother, she and her siblings were left alone.</td>
<td>(b) her father left home to take care of her mother</td>
<td>Being left alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She felt abandoned and all alone. She started to fear that her loved ones would leave her.</td>
<td>(c) She and her siblings were left alone</td>
<td>Feeling abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She thinks that her loved ones can break her heart, so she doesn’t want to tell them about her fear.</td>
<td>(d) She felt abandoned and all alone</td>
<td>Fear of being abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e) She’s afraid that her loved ones will leave her</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(f) She can’t tell them about this due to her fear that they would break her heart</td>
<td>Her loved ones break her heart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparative analysis of the similarities between the early recollections of B. Female and her life style obtained through the Adlerian interview. (a) B. Female emphasized her mother and grandmother, and she focused on her relations with them through most of her interview. Her early recollection was about an event related with her mother. (b) She grew up with the information that her mother had been abandoned by her grandmother. Her early recollection also related to feeling abandoned. This is compatible with the keywords of being left alone and feeling abandoned obtained from the thematic analysis of her early recollections. (c) During the life style interview, the theme was being abandoned regarding her mother and grandmother, and she was found to not trust women or girlfriends. The fact that women were often mentioned in the themes of her experiences of being left alone and abandoned appears similar to her mood about finding her girlfriends and women unreliable. This is compatible with the themes of being left alone, being abandoned, and her loved ones breaking her heart in her early recollections. (d) The emphasis on feeling alone, as stated by B. Female during the Adlerian interview, is compatible with the keywords of sudden disorder, being left alone, and being abandoned, as obtained from the thematic analysis.

Evaluation of parent schema of B. Female. According to the results of the Young Parenting Inventory, while B. Female’s perceived parenting style of her father was emotionally satisfactory, it was also determined to comply with the overprotective/anxious parenting style. Her perceived parenting of her mother was determined to center on the restricted/emotionally inhibited and normative parenting styles. The items checked by B. Female in the restricted/emotionally inhibited parenting style included “she was uncomfortable with expressing her feelings, she was introverted” and “she rarely revealed her feelings.” Her choices and the normative parenting style of her mother are compatible with her emphasis on the estranged relationship she has with her mother.

Result. The themes of feeling alone and distrusting women were generally emphasized by B. Female; the keywords of feeling abandoned, feeling left alone,
and her loved ones breaking her heart, as obtained from the thematic analysis, are compatible with each other. These keywords are compatible with her current schemas about her mother, which was the focus of her narrative, as well as the result that she doesn’t feel close to her mother.

Case Study 3

**Nickname C. Female.** She is a 21-year-old university student and has a twin sister.

**Summary of the information obtained through the Adlerian interview.** She is extremely warm and friendly. She defined herself as being happy, cheerful, and in love with traveling. She is a successful student. She likes her department. She has good family relations. She said her family is very close to each other and she is devoted to her family. She gets along with her twin very well. Although they are twins, her sister is more like their older sister. She stated that she always felt the love of her mother and father when she was a child. She thinks that her family and her twin sister are close, full of love, and supportive. She said, “I have always felt peaceful spending time with them since my childhood.”

**Interesting points that provided clues about the life style obtained through the Adlerian interview.** (a) She defined her family as peaceful. (b) She defined herself as happy, cheerful, and a travel lover. (c) She likes spending time with her family.

**Analysis of C. Female’s early recollections according to Labov’s structural analysis model.**

**Abstract.** What is the narrative about? It is about the day she had a lot of fun with her father and twin sister.

**Orientation.** Who, when, where? She was 4 years old in her early recollections. She was with her twin sister and her father and they were going to the cinema. They were outdoors on a rainy and muddy day.

**Complicating action.** What happened then? It rained a lot and pools of mud were collected on the streets. Potholes in the pavement were filled with water. C. Female liked jumping in and out of the water-filled potholes, but her mother didn’t allow it lest she get sick. C. Female couldn’t help but jump in the pothole. Her sister followed her. It was so deep that they got soaked and covered with mud. They were worried that their father would get angry and tell their mother, but their father jumped in the pothole and started bouncing.

**Evaluation.** What is the importance of this narrative? The client said she’d had a lot of fun and she has never forgotten that moment.
Result. What happened in the end? C. Female thinks that she always feels happy and peaceful when she is with her family.

Analysis of C. Female’s early recollections through thematic narrative analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstract of the transcription</th>
<th>Paraphrase</th>
<th>Keywords (themes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When she was 4, one day she goes to the cinema with her father and twin sister with rain and mud all around. She suddenly jumps into a pothole full of water and starts to bounce. Her twin sister joins her. But they are worried that their father will get angry and tell their mother. Then, their father jumps into the pothole to her surprise, too. She has a lot of fun and always feels peaceful and cheerful when she is with her family.</td>
<td>(a) Rainy weather and mud all around (b) she bounces in the pothole full of water (c) she worries that her father will get angry (d) her father joins the fun by jumping into the pothole to her surprise (e) she has a lot of fun (f) she feels peaceful and cheerful with her family.</td>
<td>Rain, mud Pothole full of water Worry about her father getting angry Father joining the fun Having a lot of fun Peace Fun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparative analysis of the similarities between the early recollections of C. Female and her life style obtained through Adlerian interview. (a) C. Female’s definition of herself as a happy and cheerful person during the Adlerian interview is compatible with the keywords of having a lot of fun and fun obtained from the thematic analysis. (b) Both during the Adlerian interview and in her early recollections, C. Female mentioned the peace she feels when she’s with her family.

Evaluation of C. Female’s parent schema. It was concluded that C. Female has common schemas for both her mother and father. C. Female’s twin sister was also asked to fill in the Young Parenting Inventory, and she was seen to provide the same schemas. The perceived schemas of both parents showed that they were not emotionally depriving parents. Both twins also evaluated their parents in the category of overprotective/anxious. A parent that is not emotionally depriving is a reverse-scored factor in the inventory. High scores in this section show that the family is not emotionally depriving. Remarkable choices of both sisters related to this factor included definitions like “she/he loved me and treated me like I am special”, “she/he was warm to me and physically affectionate.” These definitions were in proportion to C. Female’s feeling peaceful with her family.

Result. C. Female’s life style based on the concepts of peace, fun, and happiness, as emphasized during the Adlerian interview; the thematic emphasis of her narrative regarding her early recollections on father’s joining the fun, peace, fun, and having a lot of fun; and her parents’ perceived parenting style of emotionally not depriving all confirm each other.
Discussion

Adler stressed that human behavior is developed within a social context, and therefore, therapy should take into consideration that context (Jones-Smith, 2014). In Yargıcı’s (2012) study, he questioned the contextual framework of personal experience narratives and proved that these narratives were not stable texts which transfer an experience as it was. Narrators make strategic choices with regard to what and how to narrate, as well as why to narrate in that manner, when organizing individual experiences and verbally narrating them. The narrative, which is a result of the narrating action and event as a whole, is the result and product of the choices of the narrator made according to the narrative context. Therefore, the selected and narrated experiences are so holistic that it cannot be called coincidence. Clients A. Male and B. Female were seen to have negatively perceived parent schemas in response to their narratives with their negative life style and early recollection themes. C. Female, on the contrary, had positive early recollection and life style themes in response to her positive perceptions with regard to her mother and father. Hinnen, Sanderman, and Sprangers (2009) studied adult attachment from the viewpoint of the instrumental role of satisfaction in life and childhood recollections. As a result of the tests that analyzed the childhood recollections provided by 437 participants, they found that recollections of a warm and harmonious family atmosphere were associated with secure attachment, and negative childhood recollections, such as abuse or pathological parents, were associated with insecure attachment. Additionally, adults who develop secure attachment seem to have more satisfactory perceptions about life.

Similarly, Barrett (1980) performed a study on 50 university students, which demonstrated that early recollections were indicators of personality tendencies. Barrett concluded that early recollections were especially associated with anxiety and focus of control. McFarland-Piazza, Hazen, Jacobvitz, and Boyd-Soisson (2012) studied the quality of care 117 fathers provided for their 8-month-old, newborn babies. Results showed that the childhood recollections and experiences of fathers themselves had a direct impact on the care they provided to their babies. Fathers who had recollections of parents putting pressure on them about success during their childhood showed more hostility and less sensitivity. Furthermore, fathers who experienced being neglected by their mothers during childhood treated their babies with extreme sensitivity and showed great care. Thus, early childhood experiences and relevant recollections were seen to lead to lifelong impacts on individuals, and these results confirm this study’s findings.

Within this scope, dealing with the life style that has been established based on perceptions like early recollections, family life, and birth order in a therapeutic setting, as well as creating treatment schedules formed on the power of this connection, can create rapid and influential change. To this end, the study of Akdoğan and Ceyhan
Canel / Compatibility of the Relationship of Early Recollections and Life Style with Parent Schemas...

(2014) helped to create a group psychological counseling program with the purpose of earning skills for coping with feelings of inadequacy in university students within the framework of the Adlerian approach. Group sessions included activities about the source of these feelings of inadequacy. For this purpose, the factors that led up to the development of this feeling of inadequacy, such as early childhood experiences and early recollections, were addressed. The study focused on life style themes that were considered to be a result of factors such as family, sibling relations, and early recollections. Under the light of the insight gained by the clients with the Adlerian approach, the goal of the study became to help clients choose a more functional life style (over their previous mistaken life styles before their counseling) and to display the behavioral patterns required by this new life style. The selected method showed that group study was effective in relieving students’ feelings of inadequacy.

When A. Male, B. Female, and C. Female were asked about their early recollections, they were respectively 6-, 4-, and 4-years old in their recollections. In Bauer, Tasdemir-Ozdes, and Larkina’s (2014) study regarding the early recollection features of adults, they came to the conclusion that early recollections belonged mostly to the age of 4; another result showed that these recollections were highly permanent. Wells, Morrison, and Conway (2014) asked participants in their study about two of their early recollections of experiences: one positive and one negative. Based on the results, the average age was concluded to be 6, and the most prominent details were related to activity, location, and people. These results are similar to the results of this study. Early recollections from all three participants were seen to be associated with their parents. Studies have shown that early recollections of adults are usually related with parent-child relations (Peterson, Smorti, & Tani, 2008).

No study in Turkey has tested the relation between early recollections and life style, or the relation between early recollections and life style experiences with perceived parent schema. On the other hand, in the study of Soygüt and Çakir (2009), one of the rare studies examining the relations between parenting styles and psychological symptoms, the mediation of interpersonal schemas was explored. In their study, the interpersonal schemas of the individuals who had perceived their fathers as being conditional/achievement-focused were concluded to not be complete in terms of their dominance, while their passivity aspect was complete. That is, when these individuals take on the role of guiding or deciding in their relations with their father, they expect this role to be accepted by their fathers. On the other hand, when these individuals want their fathers to take over control in their relations in terms of passivity, they expect their fathers to approach them in accordance with their demand. The dominant schema of A. Male regarding his father in the parent schema evaluation was concluded to be conditional/achievement-focused parenting. What Soygüt and Çakir (2009) emphasized in the results of their study is similar to the dominant
themes found in the early recollections of A. Male, as well as the connection to his life style. Similarly in that same study, the perceived normative parenting style of the mother was shown to have a mediating role in the completion of the hostility aspect of interpersonal schemas. In other words, if an individual who thinks that they have been exposed to that parenting style develops an interpersonal schema pattern in which they believe that their mother would approach them in a distanced, cold, indifferent manner when they approach her in a cold, distant, indifferent manner, then they are more likely to display psychological symptoms in the future. This is similar to the relation between B. Female’s estranged attitude towards her mother and her hostility towards her grandmother in her dominant narrative and her normative parent schema. Similarly, in the study of Şahin and Özer (2012) regarding the maternal form of Young Parenting Inventory, adolescents who think that they have a normative mother, as was the case with client B. Female, were concluded to be more likely to assess themselves and their relations in a negative manner.

In Şahin and Özer’s (2012) study, they explored the psychometric features of the maternal form of the Young Parenting Inventory on a group of adolescents. One of the conclusions of the study was the very significant and positive correlation found between the perception of an affectionate/loving mother and a positive self-assessment regarding self, future, and relations. In the current study, the positive themes of happiness and cheerfulness, which C. Female used to define herself, and her perceived positive parenting were also correlated. Within this scope, the early recollections and life style of C. Female were seen to have similar themes.

In the study of Soygüt et al. (2008), they drew attention to the possibility of the overprotective/anxious parenting style being perceived as functional in Turkey’s collectivist-based culture. The fact that client C. Female and her twin sister received high scores in the perceived parenting styles of their mother and father in the aspect of overprotective/anxious parenting suggests that it might have been perceived as functional for the same reason when assessed within the holistic framework of their life styles and early recollection experiences. This conclusion suggests that judging by the life style and early recollection experiences of individuals (by taking a holistic approach) is important when assessing individuals’ parent schemas.

Schema actions are open to change throughout life, or an individual may use more than one schema (Young & Klosko, 2013). As the impact on an individual of the connection between early recollections and life style can be confirmed, this information can provide the interactions in counseling with an important clue. Therefore, if the value individuals attribute to their life through their early recollections and life style experiences inhibit them and block development, it may be possible to help them gain awareness through narratives and impact their schema actions within this context.
This study attempts to shed light on future studies that may be designed towards this purpose. Future studies may include exploring the relationship of Adlerian concepts, such as early recollections, life style, and birth order, with various concepts to test their effectiveness. To this end, the study of Akdoğan and Ceyhan (2014), in which they created a group psychological counseling program for the purpose of gaining skills to cope with the feeling of inadequacy in university students within the framework of the Adlerian Approach, can be shown as an example.

While studies that emphasize early recollections as a likely indicator of personality tendencies (Barrett, 1980; Rule, 1992) have been conducted for many years in the literature outside of Turkey, no such studies exist in Turkey. For instance, Rule (1992) examined 500 studies to address the relationship of early recollections (as emphasized by Adler) with personality problems, demonstrating the relationship of early recollections with current life style and its potential use in therapy as a diagnostic and facilitating element. Studies to be carried out with this purpose in Turkey may have a valuable guiding role in terms of showing how the Adlerian method can be used in a therapeutic setting.

Furthermore, a quantitative evaluation of the relationship with parent schemas, as emphasized in this study, can be carried out on more extensive sampling groups when various inventories (Crandall, 1991; Wheeler, Kern, & Curlette, 1986) that test Adlerian therapy contents, such as life style, are adapted into Turkish.

It was not possible to generalize the results due to the concern of being speculative, because the study had been conducted on a limited sampling group due to its structure. However, we hope that it will open the door for similar studies that can be supplemented with quantitative data through more comprehensive and extensive sampling groups.
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**Appendix**

*Adlerian Interview Questions (Jones-Smith, 2014, pp 15–16)*

What are your complaints?

What was your situation when you first noticed your symptoms?

What is your situation now?

What is your occupation?

Describe your parents as to their character and their health. If not alive, what illness caused their death? What was their relation to you?

How many brothers and sisters do you have? What is your position in birth order? What is their attitude toward you? How do they get along in life? Do they have any illness?

Who was your father’s or your mother’s favorite child? What kind of upbringing did you have?

Inquire for signs of pampering in childhood (timidity, shyness, difficulties in forming friendships, disorderliness).

What illnesses did you have in childhood and what was your attitude to them?

What are your early childhood recollections?

What do you fear, or what did you fear the most?

What is your attitude toward the opposite sex? What was it in childhood and later years?

What occupation would have interested you the most? If you did not adopt it, why not?

Is the client ambitious, sensitive, prone to outbursts of temper, pedantic, domineering, shy, or impatient?

What sort of people are around you these days? Are they impatient, bad-tempered, or affectionate?

How do you sleep?

What dreams do you have? (Of falling, flying, recurrent dreams, prophetic, about examinations, missing a train?)

What illnesses are there in your family background?